Trips and Visits
We are currently planning a visit to a hospital to
compare conditions in hospitals a long time ago to
now. We are also looking to get some of our super
intelligent parents involved – any doctors, nurses
who would like to come and visit us in school for
the day. Please speak to the class teacher.

Qatari History
We will study the Ancient Dwellings and
Crafts of Qatar. Children will learn about the
different jobs that were common in Ancient
Qatar.

Topic Web
Science
Children will be attending ‘nurse training’. They
will find out about the basic needs of humans and
animals and the 5 things that we need in order to
survive. They will learn about importance of
exercise and diet on the body. They will also be
learning about basic hygiene.
History
In History children will be learning about the life
of ‘Florence Nightingale’ and how she saved
many lives during the Crimean War. They will
look at the impact that she had on the world
today. They will reflect on this and think about
how they too would like to change the world!

Arabic
Sidra tree(reading -(How to make a sentence( writing). the jobs
between the past & present (speaking). Qatar national day
(listening). The lam ( Grammar )
the noun (grammar).

Year 2 Topic Web Autumn 1
Spanish

To say and remember greetings in Spanish and
how to introduce him/herself to others.
To be able to say and remember family members
in Spanish.
To be able to say, remember and identify
colours.
Numbers to 50

The lady with the lamp!
In this topic children will be
learning about Florence
Nightingale. They will be
attending ‘Nurse Training’ to
follow in her very famous
footsteps….
P.E.
Children will be introduced to PE and the PE
environment at DBS Wakra. They will then be
concentrating on gross motor movement in
particluarly ball familiarisation.

Literacy
Using their extensive knowledge in Science,
children will be preparing and making healthy
snacks and will write instructions for these. They
will also be writing instructions for personal
hygiene of both humans and animals and will be
sharing their instructions with pupils and teachers
throughout the school.
Maths
Children will be learning about place value and
ordering numbers. They will be look at
adding/subtracting 10 from any 2-dgit number.
After that they will be looking at 2D and 3D shapes.
Music
Children will be introduced to many facets of music.
Children will learn how to physically and visually keep a
beat and explore pitch, dynamics, and tempo through
movement. They will also be introduced to rhythmic
notation and solfa.

ART and DT
Children will be drawing and painting portraits of
Florence. They will be making nurses hats to wear
when they attend ‘nurse training’. They will
design and make their own ‘lamp’.

